In many recent low earth orbit (LEO) satellite networks, line-of-sight (LOS) wireless links, called intersatellite links (ISL's), are used to enhance the capability of the networks. These ISL's are continuously deleted and established since the visibility between satellites changes over time. When such topological change occurs, calls that have been serviced by deleted links need to be rerouted.
I. INTRODUCTION
The advent of low-earth orbit (LEO) satellite systems enables true global communications that allow people anywhere in the world to communicate with each other. Many of the LEO satellite systems use intersatellite links (ISL's) instead of or in addition to terrestrial links because of a number of advantages 1]. For example, the use of ISL's improves the autonomy of the satellite system since their use reduces the satellite system's dependency on terrestrial links. Furthermore, their use reduces communication delay since the relay of a call via ISL's decreases the path length.
An ISL between two satellites can be established only when they are visible from each other. In a LEO satellite system, the visibility between satellites changes over time because satellites move continuously along their orbits. Similarly, the tra c pattern between satellites changes over time since the regions serviced by satellites change with satellites' movement. These changes in visibility and tra c pattern give rise to the link assignment problem 2] whose solution aims to recon gure ISL's to maximize the performance and/or reliability of the system.
Because of its importance in LEO satellite networks, the link assignment problem has been studied extensively 2, 3, 4, 5] . One such study is the nite state automaton (FSA) based link assignment algorithm explained in 3] . In that study, the system period of the LEO satellite network is divided into a number of equal length intervals, each of which corresponds to a state in the FSA. This approach allows a dynamic LEO satellite network to be viewed as a number of static networks. Thus, the link assignment problem for the entire system period is reduced to a number of link assignment problems, one problem for each state. The resulting link assignment tables, one for each state, obtained by o ine optimization is used to establish ISL's in the real-time operation. When the system enters a new state, i.e., during a state transition, the link assignment table for the new state is retrieved and used throughout the state.
The FSA-based approach optimizes the link assignment for the given tra c pattern, which is in contrast to other approaches where the link assignment is optimized to maximize the network connectivity 2, 4] . One problem with the FSA-based approach is that it su ers from an increased number of blocked ongoing calls during state transitions. Since an ongoing call blocking a ects the quality-of-service (QoS) more adversely than an initiated call blocking, it should be reduced even at the expense of increased initiated call blocking.
The ongoing call blocking problem also arises in mobile cellular networks where each cell provides a number of channels to service mobile terminals in that cell. In the cellular networks, an event called a handover occurs between two cells when a terminal carrying a call moves from a cell to another. During the handover, the call is blocked if there is no available channel in the new cell. To reduce the probability of blocked ongoing calls during handovers, many studies have been carried out 6, 7, 8, 9] . Most such studies either reserve a xed number of channels called the guard channels 7, 8] for handover calls or queue handover calls until a channel becomes available 8, 9].
These schemes, however, cannot be directly applied to our problem because of the di erences between the LEO satellite networks and the mobile cellular networks. In a LEO satellite network, rerouting requests occur in bursts during a state transition, whereas in a mobile cellular network handover requests occur sporadically and are largely independent of each other. In addition, in the LEO satellite network, rerouting a call involves multiple channels, one channel for each link in the rerouted path, whereas in the mobile cellular network servicing a handover requires only one channel.
In this paper, we propose a novel call admission control scheme for LEO satellite networks that aims to reduce the number of blocked ongoing calls during state transitions. In the proposed call admission control scheme, a new call may be rejected even when it can be currently serviced if accepting the call has a higher QoS penalty than rejecting it. The QoS penalty of accepting a new call is given by increased ongoing call blocking during the state transition whereas that of rejecting it is given by increased newly initiated call blocking.
To estimate the additional ongoing call blocking during the state transition, the proposed scheme uses two techniques: tra c recasting and tra c projection. The tra c recasting maps the current tra c onto the network after the state transition whereas the tra c projection projects the recast tra c from the current time to the state transition time. The QoS penalty of the increased ongoing call blocking estimated by the above techniques is compared against that of increased newly initiated call blocking to make the call admission decision.
This paper is organized as follows. In section II, we describe in detail the FSA-based link assignment framework for LEO satellite networks on which this paper is based and de ne notations and terminology used throughout the paper. Section III details the proposed call admission control scheme. In Section IV, we assess the e ectiveness of the proposed call admission control scheme through a simulation study. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section V.
II. PRELIMINARIES AND DEFINITIONS
The FSA-based link assignment framework 3] is motivated by the observation that the same geometric position of a satellite relative to other satellites and to the earth is repeated after the system period, which is de ned as the least common multiple of the orbit period of the satellites and the earth period (i.e., 24 hours). In this framework, the system period is divided into a xed number of equal-length intervals, each of which corresponds to a state in the FSA (cf. Fig. 1 ).
In the approach, a state is characterized by two matrices. The rst matrix is the visibility matrix that speci es the visibility among satellites in the state. This matrix determines whether two satellites can be connected via an ISL during the time interval corresponding to the state. The other matrix is the tra c matrix that speci es the tra c requirements between satellites in the state. Although the visibility and the tra c requirements change continuously within a state due to continuous movement of satellites, we assume that the two matrices for a given state are xed. For this purpose, two satellites are de ned as visible in the visibility matrix only when they are visible from each other throughout the entire state (cf. Fig. 2) . Similarly, the tra c between two satellites in the tra c matrix is calculated by averaging the tra c between them during the state (cf. Fig. 3 ).
With the two matrices de ned in the above way, the link assignment problem for a given state can be formulated as a mixed integer linear programming problem whose solution gives the globally optimal link assignment for the yields a link assignment that performs signi cantly better than a simple regular topology it su ers from a large number of blocked ongoing calls during state transition.
In the following, we de ne notations and terminology that are used throughout this paper.
We denote the number of states and the state interval by N s and T s , respectively. The network corresponding to a state is represented by a graph, G = (N ; L), where N is the set of satellites (nodes) and L the set of ISL's. To distinguish the tra c of di erent sourcedestination pairs, we denote the set of source-destination pairs by W. An element in W, a source-destination pair (s; d), is called a tra c type. We also denote the set of paths used by a given routing method by P.
To associate a path with a source-destination pair, we de ne a jPj jWj matrix ( ij ) whose (i; j) element is one if p i connects the source and destination of w j and zero otherwise.
Likewise, we de ne an jLj jPj link-path association matrix ( ij ) whose (i; j) element is one if the link l i belongs to path p j and zero otherwise.
We consider three di erent types of tra c: source-destination tra c, path tra c, and link tra c. The source-destination tra c is de ned for each source-destination pair in W and is denoted by a row vector h = (h 1 ; h 2 ; : : : ; h jWj ). The kth element of h is the tra c of the kth source-destination pair in W. The path tra c is de ned for each path in the path set P and is denoted by a row vector x = (x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x jPj ). The link tra c is de ned similarly and is denoted by a row vector f.
We will initially focus on static routing where calls for a given source-destination pair are routed along a nite number of paths with xed probabilities. (An extension to the dynamic routing case will be explained in Section III.D.) A static routing scheme can be characterized by a matrix R (r jk ) with jPj rows and jWj columns. The element r jk speci es the probability that a call of the kth source-destination pair is routed along the jth path. Note that since a path, say p j , is associated with only one source-destination pair, say w l , the entry r jk for k 2 f1; 2; : : : ; jWjg ? flg is zero.
Using matrix R, we can derive the path tra c from the source-destination tra c as follows:
Similarly, the link tra c is derived from the path tra c using the link-path association matrix by the following equation: f = x: (2) Note that the above equations indicate that the source-destination tra c is the only information that needs to be maintained to keep track of the overall network tra c.
As an example of the tra c calculation, consider pair that has more than one routing path, such as (1,3) with 1-2-3 and 1-4-3, the routing matrix speci es the probability with which each routing path is taken. 
III. PREDICTIVE CALL ADMISSION CONTROL SCHEME
The proposed predictive call admission control scheme aims to reduce the number of blocked ongoing calls in LEO satellite networks where the link assignment is dictated by the FSAbased model. More generally, it aims to provide a exible trade-o between ongoing call blocking and newly initiated call blocking. For this purpose, its call admission decision is based on the comparison of the QoS penalty associated with rejecting the call against that associated with accepting it. This approach in some cases leads to a rejection of a new call even when the call can be currently serviced if the QoS penalty of accepting it is higher than that of rejecting it.
The QoS penalty of rejecting a call is simply equal to the penalty of an initiated call blocking, denoted by penalty initiated , since the rejection directly causes a blocked newly initiated call. On the other hand, the QoS penalty of accepting a call is given by multiplying the penalty of an ongoing call blocking, denoted by penalty ongoing , and the probability that the acceptance of the call causes a blocked ongoing call at the upcoming state transition. The latter probability is in turn given by multiplying two probabilities: the probability that the accepted call lasts until the state transition, P 1 , and the probability that the call is blocked at the state transition, P 2 , i.e.,
QoS penalty of accepting a call = P 1 P 2 penalty ongoing :
The probability P 1 above depends on the probability distribution of call duration T. Assuming that T is exponentially distributed with mean 1= , this probability is given by P 1 = P(T < ) = e ? ; (4) where is the residual time until the state transition 13].
The second probability, P 2 , depends on the tra c of the links on the rerouting path at the time of the state transition. To estimate such tra c, we use the following two techniques: tra c recasting and tra c projection, which are illustrated in Fig. 5 . The tra c recasting maps the current tra c onto the network topology of the next state using the routing table of the next state. The resultant tra c is called the recast tra c and is equal to the rerouted tra c if the state transition occurs immediately. The tra c projection, on the other hand, estimates the change of the recast tra c until the state transition. The resulting tra c is called the projected tra c and gives the probability distribution of the tra c on the links of the next state during the state transition. With this projected tra c, the probability P 2 is calculated as follows:
where f l j projected is the projected tra c for links l j and links l 1 ; l 2 ; : : : ; l K the links on the rerouting path of the current call, and C the link capacity.
Finally, the call admission criterion is expressed as follows:
(QoS penalty of accepting a call) (QoS penalty of rejecting a call)
P 1 P 2 penalty ongoing penalty initiated :
Alternatively, the criterion can be expressed as
where r trade , called the trade ratio, is equal to penalty ongoing =penalty initiated . The trade ratio determines the trade-o between the initiated call blocking and the ongoing call blocking and is always greater than one since, in general, an ongoing call blocking a ects the QoS more adversely than an initiated call blocking. When r trade is small, more initiated calls will be accepted, but at the same time more ongoing calls will be blocked at the state transition.
On the other hand, when r trade is large, fewer initiated calls will be accepted, but fewer ongoing calls will be blocked at the state transition.
The next two subsections, Sections III.A and III.B, explain in detail the tra c recasting and projection steps, respectively. Then, Section III.C summarizes the call admission procedure. Finally, Section III.D discusses the extension of the proposed scheme to the dynamic routing case.
A. Tra c Recasting
The tra c recasting models the rerouting operation at the state transition by mapping the current tra c onto the network of the next state. In the tra c recasting, the rerouting operation is mimicked using the routing table of the next state to calculate the tra c of links after the state transition.
The recast path tra c vector, denoted by x recast , can be computed by multiplying the routing matrix of the next state R next and the current source-destination tra c h current :
x recast = R next h current : (9) Similarly, the recast link tra c vector f recast can be computed using the link-path association As an example, consider the state transition from state i to state i + 1 in Fig. 6 The above estimation of ongoing call blockings is, however, not accurate when the interval between the current time and the state transition is large, since the tra c will certainly change due to the arrival and departure of calls. Thus, we need another step that projects the recast tra c over the interval between the current time and the state transition, which is explained in the next subsection.
B. Tra c Projection
The tra c projection augments the recast tra c by taking into account the change of tra c during the residual time until the state transition. In the tra c projection, we consider only the departure of calls, ignoring the arrival of calls. However, as we will see in Section IV, this choice always performs better than the case where both the arrival and departure of calls are considered. This rather counter-intuitive result can be explained as follows. When there is a su cient time to the state transition, the projection method that considers only the departure of calls accepts new calls more aggressively, which reduces initiated call blocking. On the other hand, as the state transition approaches, even such a method begins to reject new calls as that becomes inevitable. In fact, simulation results in Section IV show that by using a larger r trade the projection method that considers only the departure of calls can always achieve a lower ongoing call blocking probability for the same newly initiated call blocking than the projection method that considers both the arrival and departure of calls. By ignoring the arrival of calls, we can model the evolution of the recast tra c of link l j on the rerouting path as a pure death process 13]. In this modeling, the recast tra c on link l j at the current time corresponds to the initial tra c at t = 0 and the projected tra c corresponds to the nal tra c at t = , where is the residual time to the state transition.
The pure death process can be modeled by a continuous-time Markov chain 13] as shown in Fig. 7 where i denotes the initial tra c and the call service rate.
The probability that the tra c at time t is k, denoted by p k (t), can be derived by solving the following di erential di erence equations: 
The solution for these equations is a binomial probability distribution function B(k; i; e ? t ), where B(k; i; p) is de ned as
for 0 k i 14] .
From this distribution, we can calculate the probability that the projected tra c on each link l j on the rerouting path is less than or equal to the link capacity C, i.e., P(f l j projected C)
in Equation (5), as follows:
Since the summation P C k=0 p k ( ) requires a large amount of computation especially when C is large, its computational requirement may exceed the on-board processing capability of the satellite system. In such a case, to reduce the computational requirement the probability distribution given by Equation (13) can be approximated by the normal distribution. This approximation is justi ed by the observation that a binomial distribution approaches a normal distribution when the number of Bernoulli trials becomes large 14].
By the approximation, Equation (14) 
The value of the function Q( ; 1; 0), which is the cumulative density function of the standard normal distribution, can be obtained by looking up the corresponding statistical table. The similarity between the two distributions can be noticed in Fig. 8 , which shows the binomial distribution given by B(k; 100; e ? t ) and the corresponding normal distribution, when t is 10, 20, or 30.
C. Call Admission Control Procedure
When a call arrives, it is determined whether the call can be serviced in the current network. If the call cannot be serviced in the current network, it is rejected immediately. On the other hand, if the call can be serviced in the current network, it is further determined whether the call admission criterion explained earlier is satis ed. This testing can be greatly simpli ed by noting that if the residual time until the state transition is larger than 4. For each link on the rerouting path, calculate the recast tra c using Equations (9)-(10).
5. For each link, calculate the probability that the projected link tra c is less than or equal to the link capacity using Equation (18).
6. Calculate P 1 and P 2 using Equation (4) and Equation (5), respectively.
7. Determine whether the call admission criterion is satis ed or not, using Inequality (8).
8. If the criterion is satis ed, accept the call; otherwise, reject it.
D. Extensions to the Dynamic Routing Case
The call admission control scheme explained so far relies on predetermined routing information to identify, for a newly initiated call, the links that will be used for rerouting at the state transition and also to recast the current tra c onto the network of the next state. Such routing information, however, is not available when dynamic routing is used.
Our extension to dynamic routing hinges on the concept of virtual routing that essentially emulates the given routing scheme on the topology of the next state. To facilitate the emulation, each node (satellite) maintains the topology information of the next state and the recast tra c for each link of the next state.
When a new call arrives, a rerouting path in the next state's topology is determined by emulating the routing scheme based on the recast tra c. From the recast tra c of each link on the path, the distribution of its projected tra c is computed. Based on the projected tra c, it is determined whether the call can be accepted. If the call is accepted, the recast tra c of links on the rerouting path is incremented by one unit, and this change in the recast tra c is broadcast to all the nodes (satellites) in the network. Similarly, if a call departs, the recast tra c of the links that were previously used by the call is decremented by one unit, and this change is again broadcast to all the nodes in the network. The above broadcasts of the change of the recast tra c allow all the nodes in the network to maintain consistent recast tra c information. In practical implementations, the broadcasts can be made periodically to minimize the overheads incurred.
IV. SIMULATIONS
In this section, we assess the e ectiveness of the proposed call admission control scheme though simulations. The simulated LEO satellite network is similar to the Odyssey satellite In the simulation, the link assignment and routing were made according to the FSA-based model 3]. The system period of the simulated LEO satellite network system is 24 hours, since the orbit period (6 hours) divides the earth period (24 hours), i.e., the network reaches the same constellation after every 24 hours. We divided this system period into 144 equallength intervals (600 seconds), each of which corresponds to a state. For each state in the FSA, we used the optimized link assignment explained in 3] where the residual capacity of the most bottlenecked link is maximized.
In the experiment, we used a simple model to obtain the tra c matrix that drives the simulation. In the model, the element (i; j) of the tra c matrix, denoted by T ij , is calculated from the potential requirement densities of the two satellites i and j, denoted by w i and w j , respectively, and the distance d ij between them.
T ij / w i w j d ij (20) The potential requirement density of a satellite approximates the likelihood that calls are originated/destined from/to the regions covered by the satellite and is calculated as follows: we divide the earth surface by 15 degrees along with the latitude and longitude. The potential requirement density of a square region is determined by the region's population 17] and GNP 17] , and ranges from 1 to 10. The actual density of square regions used in our simulation is shown in Fig. 9 . From this, the potential requirement density of each satellite is calculated by summing up the densities of the square regions covered by the satellite. We also assumed that the capacity of each link and the average call duration (i.e., 1= ) are 1000 channels and 90 seconds, respectively. We measured the performance of the proposed scheme in terms of two types of call blocking probability: initiated call blocking probability (P initiated ) and ongoing call blocking probability (P ongoing ). The initiated call blocking probability is de ned as the probability that a newly initiated call is blocked either because the needed channels are not available or because it is rejected by the call admission control. The ongoing call blocking probability is de ned as the probability that an ongoing call is blocked during a state transition due to the lack of channels needed for rerouting. Fig. 10 shows P ongoing and P initiated of the proposed scheme as the trade ratio r trade increases from 1:0 to 10:0. The gure shows the results for three di erent cases of o ered tra c: 7000, 8000, and 9000 Erlangs. The results show that the proposed call admission control scheme drastically reduces P ongoing without any noticeable increase of P initiated . For example, when r trade is near 10:0, P ongoing approaches 0 but the increase of P initiated is less than 1% compared to the case of no call admission control (r trade = 1:0). The above trend is consistent over all the three di erent o ered tra c cases. . Trade-o between P ongoing and P initiated . Fig. 11 depicts the trade-o relationship between P ongoing and P initiated , which is controlled by r trade . The results show that the proposed call admission control scheme allows a exible trade-o between the two probabilities. In other words, under the proposed scheme P ongoing can be made arbitrarily small by sacri cing P initiated and vice versa.
For comparison purposes, the gure also shows the results for the cases where the tra c projection is made based on the birth-death process or pure birth process rather than the pure death process. The results show that the pure death process always gives better P ongoing vs. P initiated trade-o than the birth-death process or the pure birth process for the reasons explained in Section III.B. For example, P ongoing for the pure death process is always better than that for the birth death process or the pure birth process at the same P initiated . Alternatively, P initiated for the pure death process is always better than that for the birth death process or the pure birth process at the same P ongoing . Fig. 12 shows the change of P initiated during the last 50 seconds before state transition, which was averaged over all the states for the three tra c cases. From this gure, we can note that P initiated begins to increase after a point that is determined by the trade ratio r trade and the total o ered tra c. The larger the value of r trade , the earlier the call admission control takes e ect since a blocked ongoing call has a more severe QoS penalty. Similarly, the larger the total o ered tra c, the earlier the call admission control takes e ect since there is a higher probability that calls are blocked at the state transition.
Finally, Fig. 13 shows the recast tra c on the links of the next state when the residual time until the state transition is 10, 5, and 1 secs. assuming that the total o ered tra c is 8000 Erlangs and r trade is 5. From the gure, we can notice that as the state transition approaches the recast link tra c converges to the link capacity, which is equal to 1000 channels. This convergence takes place only for the links with recast tra c higher than the link capacity and the reduction of the recast tra c during the second 5-sec. interval is more noticeable than that during the rst 5-sec. interval. This result shows that the proposed call admission control scheme successfully achieves its goal of reducing P ongoing by gradually limiting the recast tra c below or equal to the link capacity as the state transition approaches. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a predictive call admission control scheme for low earth orbit (LEO) satellite networks that aims to provide a exible trade-o between ongoing call blocking and newly initiated call blocking. Its call admission decision is based on the comparison of the QoS penalty associated with rejecting a new call and that associated with accepting it where the latter QoS penalty is given in terms of increased ongoing call blocking at the time of topological change.
To estimate the increased ongoing call blocking at the time of the topological change, the proposed scheme uses two techniques: tra c recasting and tra c projection. The tra c recasting maps the current network tra c onto the network after the topological change. On the other hand, the tra c projection projects the recast tra c from the current time to the time of the topological change. The projected tra c is used to estimate the increase in ongoing call blocking resulting from accepting the new call whose quality-of-service (QoS) penalty is compared against that of increased newly initiated call blocking to make the call admission decision.
Simulation results showed that the proposed call admission control scheme signi cantly reduces the ongoing call blocking with only a marginal increase in the newly initiated call blocking. The results also showed that the proposed scheme allows a exible trade-o between ongoing call blocking and newly initiated call blocking, which is driven by the QoS penalty of a blocked ongoing call relative to that of a blocked newly initiated call.
